Course Description:

This three-day, 24-hour course is designed for law enforcement officers assigned to a unit where conducting surveillance is part of their duties. As it often occurs, criminal operations do not take place only during daylight hours, they most often take place at night. This surveillance class will be taught primarily at night, with specific tactics covered to achieve success while working during nighttime operations. A carefully planned and executed surveillance mission will be the difference between success and failure. During this course students will participate in practical exercises utilizing vehicle and foot surveillance. Additionally, advanced surveillance techniques will be covered to include, but not limited to vehicle boxing and takedowns, vehicle switching, unpopulated areas, and heavily trafficked intersections. The following will be covered during this course:

Course curriculum includes the following surveillance topics:

- Nighttime surveillance in vehicles and on foot
- Multiple criminal scenarios - robberies, creep-in burglaries, commercial/residential burglaries, narcotics transactions and DNA Collection will be covered
- Nighttime specific surveillance setup and equipment needed
- Advanced techniques - vehicle boxing, takedowns and vehicle switching

Prerequisite(s): Obtain authorization from you training coordinator

Location: FPSI, 75 College Dr, Havana, FL 32333
Instructor: RAD Training, Inc.
Course Dates: April 24-26, 2024
Course Time: 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM (may vary)

Enrollment Information:

To register, Region 3 & 15 officers should contact their agency training coordinator(s)

For additional information please contact Mike Fraser at Michael.fraser@tcc.fl.edu